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About This Game

Did you love the smash hit The Mirror Mysteries? Try the next installation in the series and continue the saga! Tommy is all
grown up and on the hunt for the mirror that changed his family’s life forever. But now he’s missing and his sister is counting on

you to plunge into new worlds to find him. That evil mirror is back and it’s up to you to extinguish his power for good!

Features:
Repair and explore enchanted worlds

Meet comedic characters
Unique broken item gameplay
Match wits with an evil mirror
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If Monkey Island had sex with a furry this would be that game.. All that backtracking through 3 games for a cloudy pi$$ ending,
a junkie could have thought up if he was high off cocaine cigarette's?. I have to question Word Rescue both as an educational
tool and as entertainment. It is way too easy to get into an unwinnable scenario since the goo used to incapacitate monsters does
not reset on death, becomeing an exercise in frustration as the player can collect a bucket of goo and either intentionally die to
respawn with a full meter and an extra bucket to pick up, or, more often than not, use up all of the goo and die to respawn with
nothing. It is especially frustrating in episodes two and three as they usually spawn the player surrounded by monsters and
mostly consist of very narrow hallways where it is impossible to dodge them to get to a bucket powerup. The game also likes to
drop monsters from the sky for some unfair, unavoidable deaths, further exacerbating the problem.

When the amount of goo is not a problem, the game devolves into a repetitive exercise in running from one end of the level to
the other and back, as players are tasked with matching very basic, one or two syllable, words to their corresponding pictures,
which in many cases are either blatantly wrong (like matching a picture of a snowman to the word 'snow') or hard to identify due
to graphical limitations of the time. As a result, anyone young enough to not be familiar with words like 'pen' and 'cup', will
likely find the game far too difficult and unforgiving, and anyone old enough to survive the monsters will likely be bored out of
their mind.. By playing Flashback I was hoping to get a nostalgia trip and a happy reunion with Conrad. After six hours I
wouldn't say it's the best game I've played, not either a game I put a lot of time in, but I liked getting flashbacks to a bygone era.
The steering is more action oriented than the original and the story is changed a bit. I bought the game on sale on Steam and the
low price justifies the six hours of gaming fun (completed it on Normal difficulty). I don't think I'll be playing through all of the
achievments in the game. However, recommended for a challenging and nostalgic gaming session.. MY GOD, I AM CRAZY
BY UNDERTALE MUSIC !! <3

Tradu\u00e7\u00e3o pro PT-BR:
MEU DEUS, EU SOU LOUCO PELAS M\u00daSICAS DO UNDERTALE!! <3
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Enjoyable game for a few hours. You manage a team of gamers, playing mini-games and balancing skills and stats. Thrown in
with some humour and satire and it's a fun little game. Sadly I cannot complete it as the final (I assume final) battle requires
doing dozens of the mini-games in a time limit and sadly I do not possess the full health required to do this (hand shakes due to
injuries and medication yadda yadda, I could do the other ones but this is much harder). So apart from that, it's a fun game and
if you're good at controlling your mouse (unlike me!) then it's worth a few hours.. Fun little game, easy enough to understand
and fun enough to play overall, would reommend for anyone who enjoys the simpler things in life. Not a super fun game..
Excellent and surprisingly relaxing game! Simple air traffic control management without timers or any sort of pressure.. Pretty
fun game, excellent time waster. There are a few bugs in it that need to be fixed though, like endless mode is just full of bugs
when you start getting long. My main problem is that you have basically no control over your bus when you jump and on the
farm stage the sun can often be rather blinding but other than that its a good game 8\/10. What the heck is this?...
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